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Chapter 5

On-chip detection of
ferromagnetic resonance of a
single submicron permalloy

strip

We measured ferromagnetic resonance of a single submicron ferromagnetic
strip, embedded in an on-chip microwave transmission line device. The
method used is based on detection of the oscillating magnetic flux due to
the magnetization dynamics, with an inductive pick-up loop. The depen-
dence of the resonance frequency on applied static magnetic field agrees very
well with the Kittel formula, demonstrating that the uniform magnetization
precession mode is being driven.

5.1 Introduction

Recent discoveries of novel phenomena in mesoscopic systems containing
nanomagnets pave the way to new spintronics devices[1–3]. Brataas et al. [4]
proposed a new application of ferromagnetic resonance (FMR), a so-called
spin battery. In such a device, a spin current flows into a paramagnetic
metal from its interface with a precessing ferromagnet, which is resonantly
driven with an rf magnetic field. A number of experiments [5–10], have
been used to measure FMR on thin ferromagnetic films or on ensembles of
small ferromagnets. This work measured rf-power transmission or absorp-
tion with a coplanar waveguide with ferromagnetic material on top of it,
or with ferromagnetic material in a microwave cavity. However, these mea-
surements do not provide enough sensitivity to measure FMR of a single
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submicron ferromagnetic strip, and cannot be implemented into a lateral
multi-terminal device needed for a spin battery device.

We present here experiments which detect FMR of a single submicron
permalloy (Ni80Fe20, or Py) strip, and show that driving of a Py strip with
an external rf field can result in resonant excitation of pure uniform mag-
netization precession, unlike earlier work on Co strips [11], where mainly
domain wall resonances and possibly spin wave modes were excited. We
studied microwave transmission in a setup with two on-chip coplanar strip
wave guides (CSW), see Fig. 5.1. The waveguide with the short at its end
is used for generation of a high-amplitude, localized rf magnetic field hrf (t).
This is used for driving the magnetization of a submicron Py strip, that is
embedded in a small pick-up coil. Oscillations of the magnetic flux in this
coil induce a microwave signal in the second CSW, of which the power is
detected with a spectrum analyzer [12]. Besides a contribution from the
driving field (the source flux), we find that precession of the strip’s mag-
netization gives a contribution (the FMR flux) to the flux in the pick-up
coil (superposition of source flux and FMR flux), and that this can be used
as a highly sensitive probe for FMR of an individual nanomagnet. Mea-
surements are done by slowly sweeping a static magnetic field H0 applied
along the Py strip and perpendicular to hrf , while the generated power at
the applied rf frequency was measured by a spectrum analyzer [12]. All the
measurements are done at room temperature.

Note, however, that symmetry arguments predict that this type of FMR
signals should be zero for our geometry. Upon precession, the magnetization
has oscillating components transverse to its equilibrium direction (parallel
to the strip’s easy axis). For these, the component in the device plane does
nominally not result in field lines that pierce the loop. For the out-of-plane
component, the flux coming out of the top surface of the strip exactly equals
the flux piercing the surrounding sample plane, and the field falls of rapidly
with increasing distance from the strip. Consequently, also this component
does not cause a flux in the loop if the loop’s boundary is assumed to coincide
exactly with the strip’s central axis. Our FMR signals are due to deviations
from these exact symmetries, which are hard to quantify for devices that
we can realize at this stage. Based on the details of our geometry, we
believe that the non-zero flux coupling is dominated by the out-of-plane
component. Note that the Py strip position is slightly off-center relative to
the Cu contacts, see Fig. 5.1(b).

The devices were fabricated by evaporating a Py strip (25 nm thick,
0.3 × 3 µ m2 lateral size) at 2.5 µm distance from the shorted-end of the
CSW, and connecting it with Cu leads (80 nm thick) to the other CSW. For
Py and Cu e-beam lithography and lift-off was used. The CSW structures
were made of Au (300 nm thick) by means of optical lithography on a
lightly doped silicon wafer with a 500 nm thermal oxide surface layer. The
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Figure 5.1: (a) Schematic diagram of the device. On the left side an rf
current is driven through the shorted end of the coplanar strip, which gen-
erates an rf magnetic field hrf (Biot-Savart law). On the right, a loop that
contains a submicron Py strip is connected to another coplanar strip. RF
power that results from oscillating magnetic flux in this loop is measured
with a spectrum analyzer. Magnetization precession of the Py strip con-
tributes a magnetic field hFMR to the total magnetic field. (b) Scanning
electron microscope picture of central part of the device (rotated by 90◦

with respect to the upper figure).

two CSW are designed to have 50 Ω impedance [13] and connected by means
of microwave picoprobes to the rf signal generator and spectrum analyzer.
For all measurements the output power of the signal generator was set at
20 dBm (100 mW), the power that reaches the sample, however, is reduced
by a few dB.

5.2 Results and discussion
Figure 5.2(b) shows a typical output signal as a function of the static mag-
netic field (H0), taken for an applied rf frequency of 8 GHz. Two well defined
20 µV dips at H0 = ±80 mT are observed on top of a few mV background.
By measuring the transmitted power on a chip without the ferromagnetic
strip, it was found that the background signal is unrelated to FMR, and
due to a parasitic capacitive coupling between the two CSW (also discussed
later). Figure 5.2(d) shows the position of the dip for different frequen-
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Figure 5.2: (a), (b) and (c) Measured ac voltage as a function of static
magnetic field for an applied rf magnetic field at frequency 5 GHz, 8 GHz
and 11 GHz. (d) The static magnetic field dependence of the resonance
frequency, as derived from the dips in the ac voltage versus magnetic field.
The squares represent the experimental data, the curve is a fit to the data
using the Kittel formula.

cies of the rf field as a function of the static applied field. The squares
correspond to the experimental data, while the solid line is a fit with the
Kittel formula for the uniform precession mode [14]: ω2

0 = γ2H0 (H0 + MS),
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio (same as Eq. 2.28 with Ny=0 and Nz=1).
From the fit, the saturation magnetization of the Py strip was found to be
about µ0MS= 1 T and the gyromagnetic ratio γ= 176 GHz/T, consistent
with earlier reports [7]. The excellent fit demonstrates that the magneti-
zation vector of the Py strip was driven in the uniform precession mode.
The amplitude of the FMR signature was measured as a function of the
amplitude of the rf driving field at 9 GHz (Fig. 5.3), showing a linear de-
pendence. The voltages out of resonance (but close to FMR dips) are taken
as background and subtracted from the data. The magnetization preces-
sion around the direction of an effective field ~Heff only results in a small
time-dependent component of the magnetization perpendicular to the easy
axis ~M (t) = mx (t) · x̂ + my (t) · ŷ + MS · ẑ that can be described by the
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Figure 5.3: Measured ac voltage as a function of static magnetic field for a
sequence of amplitudes of the rf driving field, at 9 GHz. The inset shows a
linear dependence for the amplitude of the FMR signature in the measured
ac voltage on the amplitude of the driving field (applied rf voltages scale is
used, derived from the applied power assuming 50 Ω load impedance).

linearized Landau Lifschitz Gilbert (LLG) Eq. [15]

d ~M

dt
= −γ

[
~M × ~Heff

]
+

α

MS

[
~M × d ~M

dt

]
(5.1)

where α is the dimensionless Gilbert damping parameter. We solved this
equation under the assumption that the strip can be treated as a single do-
main thin film with a demagnetizing field only in the out-of-plane direction
and the crystal anisotropy field is neglected, thus the effective field can be
written as ~Heff = [−my (t) + hrf (t)] · ŷ + H0 · ẑ.

The solution of this equation can be presented as the magnetic suscep-
tibility tensor χij (ω). In our particular case only χxy and χyy components
are required and since we assume that the out-of-plane component of mag-
netization dominates the magnetic flux contribution in the loop, the χxy

can be excluded due to symmetry consideration [16]. The χyy has a form
(further tensor indices are omitted for simplicity)

χ (ω) = γMS
γH0 + iωα

ω2 − ω2
0 − iωαγ (2H0 + MS)

(5.2)

In Figure 5.4(d), we plot the real and imaginary parts of magnetic sus-
ceptibility as a function of the static magnetic field (H0) for an rf field of 8
GHz frequency, with γ=176 GHz/T, µ0MS= 1 T and α= 0.015. The imagi-
nary part of χ (ω) describes the out-of phase magnetization precession. This
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results in the absorption peak observed in conventional FMR experiments,
with a linewidth increasing linearly with frequency and being a function of
α. Figures 5.4(a)-(c) show the measured signal around the resonant fre-
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Figure 5.4: (a),(b),(c) Measured ac voltage as a function of the static mag-
netic field, around the resonance position for the frequencies 4 GHz, 8 GHz
and 14 GHz, shown by squares. The line is the fit to the data using equation
(5.3) (with the value for ϕ in the plot). (d) The real and the imaginary
parts of the susceptibility χ calculated using equation (5.2) for rf field fre-
quency 8 GHz, γ= 176 GHz/T, MS= 1 T and α= 0.015.

quency for three typical rf frequencies 4, 8, and 14 GHz (the squares) from
a different sample. We note here that the FMR dip shape changes from a
Lorentzian to a more complex shape as the frequency changes. This is due
to a parasitic capacitive coupling between the two CSW, meaning that there
is an extra contribution to the voltage created by the applied rf field. This
can also be understood as a phase shift (ϕ) between the voltage created by
the source flux and the voltage due to the FMR flux. We fit the change in
voltage observed at resonance using the following function:

∆V (ω) ∝ A(ω) · (Im[χ(ω)] · cos(ϕ) + Re[χ(ω)]sin(ϕ)) (5.3)

where A(ω) depends on the amplitude of the hrf and on the coupling be-
tween the time dependent magnetization and the FMR flux generated by
this. With A(ω) and ϕ as fit parameters, all the measured signals could be
fit very well Fig. 5.4 (a)-(c). These fits allow us to determine the Gilbert
damping parameter, which was found to be α= 0.015 ± 0.005. This value
is larger than the value α= 0.007 commonly accepted for a thin film of Py
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[6, 17]. Our higher value can be due to the spatial inhomogeneities of the
driving field hrf and magnetic inhomogeneities at the strip edges [9].

Finally, we turn to estimating the precession cone angle, an important
parameter for the spin battery proposal. An upper limit can be estimated
by assuming that all the rf power from the signal generator leads to rf
current in the short at the end of the left CSW. The the rf field amplitude
driving the strip is then ∼ 3.8 mT, which gives a precession cone angle of
θy ≈ hrf/(αMS) = 13◦. A lower limit can be obtained from the amplitude
∆V of the resonances in the measured ac voltage, θy = ∆V/(ω · S · MS),
where S is the effective coupling area of the asymmetries that lead to non-
zero flux coupling. If we assume an upper limit for this asymmetry of a
reasonable fraction of the strip’s surface, 3000 × 10 nm2, a measured ac
voltage amplitude of 20 µV at 10 Ghz gives a cone angle of θy = 2.5◦. This
indicates that the cone angle is a few degrees in our experiment. Further
examination and modelling of the asymmetries that lead to non-zero flux
coupling and the microwave circuitry is needed for a better understanding
of the magnitude of the measured signal.

5.3 Conclusions

In summary, we demonstrated the resonant excitation and detection of the
ferromagnetic resonance uniform mode of a single submicron ferromagnetic
strip, embedded in an on-chip microwave transmission line device. We ob-
tain a precession cone angle of a few degrees, and a Gilbert damping param-
eter α= 0.015 ± 0.005. These results are promising for further studies on
new mechanisms for controlling magnetization and electron spins in lateral
nanodevices at high frequencies, as for example the spin pumping proposal.
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